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Atlantic Bridge
The

Middle Eastto the

Recent surge in activity in the Middle East has
made it a requirement for international agencies
to secure access to additional satell ites,
supplementing existing capacity and fiber networks.

In rural areas, reliability and high quality of service
are essential, but rapid deployment is crucial. Various
installations in the Middle East ranging from small
to large deployments in wide geographic
distribution, emphasize the need for high-
performance and flexible solutions.

The AMOS platform meets these particular
requirements by providing a direct two-way
connection from the US East Coast and Canada
to the Middle East, using its high power Ku-band
beams.

The AMOS satellites have been providing high
sensitivity and high power solutions to customers
in Europe and in the Middle East for years, both
for commercial broadcasters and governments. As
an experienced provider to the government sector,
Spacecom is providing its customers with a
dedicated service by experienced personnel.

With its US coverage, the AMOS platform brings
its unique capabilities to international, commercial
and governmental agencies, providing a direct
Ku-band connection between any US-based
headquarters and its deployed communication
terminals in the Middle East.

The AMOS satellites orbital position (4° West)
provides an excellent look-angle over the Middle
East where terminals are limited in size and power,
and ground conditions can vary significantly.

In the continental US, leading teleports and service
providers already operate large antennas pointed
at AMOS, assuring proven availability and
performance.

The AMOS satellite’s performance, with more
than 53dBW EIRP and 11.5 dBK G/T over the
Middle East, allows the use of smaller, mobile and
cost effective terminal solutions.

VSAT applications, employing fixed and mobile
small terminals

Bi-directional coded data transmission, point
to point and point-to-multipoint

Broadband internet access (bi-directional and
uni-directional)

DSNG (Digital Satellite News Gathering) services

Data broadcast applications

Video broadcast to very small antennas

Voice and Voice-Over-IP services for in-theater
and CONUS termination

Key Services:
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North America Middle East

www.amos-spacecom.com

Spacecom Ltd.

USA

Tel. 1 (212) 9208841, 1 (212) 9208868

Fax. 1 (212) 9208858

International

Tel. +972 3 7551000  Fax. +972 3 7551001


